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Wi-Fi MULTILINGUAL TOURS. NO WIRES ATTACHED.
Navilution® Wi-Fi (LE) is the sightseeing industry’s first affordable plug and play, low latency Wi-Fi
streaming passenger entertainment solution that allows people to use their smart phone for GPS multilanguage entertainment. Using your wireless network, you can deliver multiple audio sources directly to
your guest’s smart phones free of wiring topologies and retrofit installations.

INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCES. GPS AUTOMATED.
Navilution® Wi-Fi offers tour operators the first completely automated Wi-Fi commentary solution so you know you’ll never again
deliver poor, boring narration and inconsistent tours. The market-leading quality and reliability of our solutions means you can
focus more on your business growth, and less on your drivers.
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Intelligent tour operators know that
providing engaging multi-language tours
offers enormous benefits over the
competition. Navilution Wi-Fi allows you to
stream audio directly to Android and iOS
smart-devices.
Customers easily download the app and
have audio commentary in seconds. And if
you’re providing Internet access on your
routes, you can provide a Welcome
message, Sliding Promotional Banners, links
to websites, and Text Banners to reflect
your branding. All with no monthly fees.
You gain great listening experiences
throughout the entire range of Wi-Fi
coverage - ideal for larger spaces and
venues.

TOURISM FOR ALL
Assistive Listening for Smart Phones

Navilution® Wi-Fi from AudioConexus is the first affordable plug &
play, low latency Wi-Fi streaming solution that allows people to use
their smart phone for assistive listening and sightseeing tours.
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IT’S SIMPLE
Simultaneous Multi-language GPS Tours for Smart Phones

Customize and Brand for Your Business
In App Marketing Features

Welcome Ad or Video

Text Banners

The first thing customers see when

Text banners allow you to

opening the app. Set the number of

insert timely updates

seconds before your welcome ad or

quickly and easily.

video can be skipped.

Sliding Promotional Banners
Upload ads, coupons, promotions, or
special events banners that can click

Custom Content
Link to websites, tour

through to your websites, offers, partner

schedules, PDFs and any
other custom content.

attractions, etc.

Custom Labels for Channels
Channel logos and other graphics make
it easy for guests to find the desired
channel.

EASY INSTALLATION USING EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE

COMPLETE CONTROL IN THE DRIVER’S
HANDS

CLOUD COMPUTING. ALWAYS UP-TODATE SOFTWARE

If you’re providing Wi-Fi and Internet Services
to your guests, this easy add-on delivers multilanguage streaming and automated
storytelling with no broadcast or spectrum
issues.

You can use a combination of both GPS
automated commentary and manual play
segments from the Driver Control Panel.
You’re in complete control, providing
commentary to guests on and off-route.

If you’re providing Wi-Fi and Internet Services
to your guests, this easy add-on delivers multilanguage streaming and automated
storytelling with no broadcast or spectrum
issues.

UP TO 1000 USERS IN EVERY BOX

WHEREVER Wi-Fi IS AVAILABLE

LEADING GPS TECHNOLOGY

Supporting hundreds of simultaneous users
from a single access point, you can scale from
one to 16 audio channels using a modular,
expandable system.

Deliver audio streaming wherever Wi-Fi is
available. Long line ups? We can deliver audio
streaming and content to users standing in
ticket lines.

Supporting hundreds of simultaneous users
from a single access point, you can scale from
one to 16 audio channels using a modular,
expandable system.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

PAIN-FREE SYSTEM AND UPDATES

SIMPLE, EASY, COST-EFFECTIVE

Connect a CAT-5 cable to your wireless
network. Connect audio from Navilution® Next
or any other audio sources (like the output of
a mixing console). Done, ready to stream.

Cloud-based portal management. Download
the free Audio Everywhere App. Connect to
the wireless network. Audio is delivered to
your smart phone.

Navilution Wi-Fi makes it simple, easy, and
cost effective to enable assistive listening,
language interpretation, and multiple audio
source delivery to guest’s smart phones.

